Lead by example

If something is moving,
safety goggles on!

Safety’s really a state of mind
But you cannot lead from
behind
Be safe at all times
Don’t commit safety crimes
And a great experience you’ll
find

Since screws like shrapnel
can fly
You do not take chances and
cry
We say from our hearts
If there are moving parts
Safety glasses must cover
your eye

Sharp? Wear
gloves

No running in the
lab

I love all my fingers and toes
They help me have fun when
it snows
With sharp objects around
Wear gloves with your gown
All fingers will remain at close

Cut away from body
When you’re cutting metal or
wood
To be impaled wouldn’t be good
To prevent mishaps
Stroke in steady laps
Away from yourself as you
should

To build, there are only 6 weeks
Jim runs for the screws that he
seeks
Don’t run where you work
Just walk calmly; don’t lurk
If one runs, see the havoc it
wreaks

Communication is key
We do not all share a
common mind
So people can get left
behind
When you don’t say your
plan
It’s quite dangerous, man
Always communicate ere
you grind

Closed toe shoes
always
When you’re working, be sure to
wear shoes
Don’t wear flip-flops or sandals
quite loose
There are risks of tripping
Or a falling tool nipping
A toe you do not want to lose

You are the
key to your own
safety...
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No dangling
clothing or jewelry
Loose clothing is now all the rage
The same goes with jewelry that
dangles
It might be quite cool but it tangles
But just so we’re on the same page
While working with tools
Put them away
For the rest of the day

Ventilation
When you use a soldering gun
Or things that do fume quite a
ton
Have good ventilation
So that by no sensation
You breath in some toxins. No
fun!

Loud? Put earmuffs
on
Your ears are quite delicate
things
They can hear a small bird
when it sings
But when things get loud
Wear your earmuffs proud
You’ll hear as well as 30 kings

Check your tools
before working!
If your tools have been used
quite a lot
They might now be just less
than hot
If your tools are quite blunt
It’s a dangerous stunt
They may just need to be
re-bought

Lift robot with two
people

Gracious
professionalism online

5 people per pit;
avoid overcrowding

Your robot should be big and
strong
It also can be rather long
You can’t lift it alone
You’d get crushed like a stone
Just one person would be quite
wrong

We’re FIRSTers in class
and outside
Online we must keep our
FIRST pride
To avoid a schism
Gracious Professionalism
With that rule we must
always abide

On a bot, there’s much work
to be done
But too many can ruin the fun
Just five at a time
More would be a crime
Don’t overcrowd your pit
space, hon

